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Who We Are
Core Scientific is committed to excellence in refining a 
wide range of precious metals like gold, silver, platinum, 
and palladium. As an industry leader, we bring our accurate 
refining process to many industries, but it is our 
specialization in refining dental offices and labs across 
North America.

Our superior refining techniques and assay technology 
eliminate all the guesswork and enable us to provide the 
highest payments in the industry. We are also the only 
dental refiner that offers a secure customer portal with 
24/7 access your settlements and material information, 
providing a clear chain of custody of your metals.

Our Unique 
Refining Process

Transparency & Tracking

Customer Portal:

• View photos of your material

• Verify weights

• Track current and historical 
  settlement records from a 
  single or multiple clinics



Dental Scrap is More Valuable 
than You May Think

$2,307.94
We paid $2,307.94

 for the scrap 
pictured here

Priced on 4/27/22

Selling for Cash on the Spot?
Buyers paying on the spot are middleman who must 

re-sell your material to a direct refiner like Core Scientific, 
costing you up to 70% of the value.

Cash Buyer Dentist Refinery

With Cash Buyer With Us!

Core Scientific is a direct refiner.
Cut out the middleman and earn 2 to 3 times more!



What Makes Us Different From 
Other Refiners

Superior Melting Process
In an effort to save time and money, many dental refiners rush 
the melting process, by burning at the
highest temperature to melt all metals 
at once. Doing this causes some 
precious metals , like gold and silver, to 
be lost in the process.

Core Scientific melts metals using a 
variable-temperature flame which gives 
us much greater control.

Superior Sampling & Assay Technology

Other Dental Refiners
Many of the leading dental refiners 
sample the metal after is has been 
cooled by drilling into the metal. 
They collect the shavings and 
analyze them using a simple X-Ray 
technology. This process lacks 
precision and can cost dental 
practices hundreds or even 
thousands of dollars annually.

Core Scientific
We utilize the pin tube sampling 
method while your metal is still in 
its molten state, ensuring a 100% 
homogeneous sample. We then 
deploy a fire assay with ICP and 
atomic absorption technology, 
which can measure in parts per 
billion, ensuring that we are paying 
for every bit of your precious metal.



We are proud to be named by INC 5,000 as one of 
the fastest growing companies in the United 

States.

We bring integrity, leadership, and experience, 
providing fully transparent refining programs for 

dental labs and clinics.

Dental Scrap is More 
Valuable Than You May Think

We paid
$2,307.94

For the scrap pictured here 
paid on 4/27/2022

Skip the middleman and refine with the 
leading refiner in the US!



In-House Laboratory

Access Historical Settlement Records

Free Trackable Shipping

Industry-Leading Payments

Now Offering in-Office Service
A local account executive is always close 
by and can come directly to your office 

to pick up your dental scrap

What Are You Waiting For?
Call Now And Try Us!

93% of new clients experience higher returns 
than with their previous provider!
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